
Vietnam now offering tours through world’s
largest cave
QUANG BINH, VIETNAM, October 13,
2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Located near
the Vietnam-Laos border, the cave was
found by a local man named Ho-Khanh
in 1991. The locals, it is said, were too
afraid of the cave to go exploring
because of the sound coming from the
fast-moving underground river, as well as
the huge vertical drop.

The world's largest cave was only
discovered in 1991 in Vietnam, and now
tours are being offered to the public.
Named Hang Son Doong and known to
some as the Mountain River Cave, is so
large that it could hold a modern-day

skyscraper inside of its caverns, and has its own small jungle.

In 2009, a group of scientists from the British Cave Research Association began an extensive survey
of the cave's depths. According to Howard Limbert, the man leading the survey, the cave is five times
larger than Phong Nha, which once held the title of the largest in Vietnam. The biggest chamber his
team found is over 5 kilometers long and 200 meters tall.

The jungle found inside of the cave has formed underneath a collapsed roof in one of the caverns.
After the roof collapsed, enough light spilled into the cavern that vegetation was able to creep in
slowly from outside. As the vegetation took hold, larger and larger plants began to grow, and now
hornbills, flying foxes, and monkeys dwell in its branches. 

In 2013, public visits started to be offered by Oxalis, providing the chance to spend days inside
exploring, as well as camping, in this massive cave.

Street vendors, water buffalos, mopeds buzzing around and floating markets are a visitor’s first
experiences when visiting such a naturally rich and cultural destination as Vietnam. From the temples
of Hanoi and the islands of Halong Bay to the beaches of Nha Trang and the palaces of Hue, it is a
country now firmly etched in the travel psyche. The second largest coffee production destination in
the world, Vietnam is ideal for the caffeine addicts. A cashew nut heaven, full of exotic foods and
fruits, one may come across a Vietnamese speciality ruou ran, a rice wine with a pickled snake in it
that is said to cure all illnesses. Vietnamese food is a blend of Chinese and Thai styles and is
considered one of the healthiest cuisines in the world. Explore the cities, explore the people, and
discover a whole world of new and old cultures that make Vietnam such an iconic destination to visit.

For more information, visit www.vietnam.discoverexplorevisit.com   
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